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“Recent peer-reviewed Johns Hopkins genetic research by a respected Judaic MD shows

that 97.5% of Judaics living in Israel have absolutely no ancient Hebrew DNA, are therefore

not Semites, and have no ancient blood ties to the land of Palestine at all. . .”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia

(2015)

The Khazarian Mafia-Soros financed Dominion and Smartmatic voting machines used to

steal the election from Trump in 2020 and in hundreds of countries, and in thousands of

elections – casting over 5 billion votes worldwide since their invention in the early 1990s,

conclusively prove that the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia doesn’t believe in the right to vote,

they believe in the illusion of the right to vote.

~ Ellis Washington

Prologue—How Satan used Fake Jews [Khazars] to fund Slavery, Colonialism as

a Prelude to Globalism and the Satanic New World Order

In Part I of my 3-part essay series—A Brief History of the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia, I

poised the Socratic dialectical inquiry?—Why would the Khazarian Mafia Fake Corporate

Media put so much money and such tremendous amounts of resources in confusing the

people with fake news? The Devil is always in the details. For example, in ancient times they

often used extrinsic measures to enslave people (e.g., chains, shackles, whips, torture, family

deconstruction, execution, threat of execution). Today’s slavemasters of the world, the chief

of which are the Khazarian Mafia, uses more psychological, intrinsic and effective means to

enslave people (e.g., Social media, fake pandemics [Covid-19], media monopolies, Debt-

Slavery, Balkanization of Nations, Race wars, Fake science [Heliocentrism, Evolution,

Eugenics, Climate Change], etc.), proven tactics and strategies to enslave not only Black

people, but the entire world.  

If you have doubts that humanity has been enslaved inside a Khazarian Mafia Matrix, then

read my earlier essay titled, If you are Free, then Why have you been a Slave for the past 150

Years?—

The Khazarian Mafia invades England after being expelled for hundreds of

years:

“To accomplish their invasion, they [the Khazarian Mafia] hired Oliver Cromwell to murder
King Charles I, and make England safe for banking again. This began the English Civil
Wars [1642-51] which raged for nearly a decade, resulting in regicide of the royal family
and hundreds of the genuine English nobility. This is how the City of London was set up as
the banking capital of Europe and launched the beginning of the British Empire…“

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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Charles I reigned as King of England from 1625-49 before being deposed by Oliver Cromwell

after the English Civil Wars (1642-51), but what Wikipedia and virtually all of the history

books omit is the behind-the-scenes money and influence by the Khazarian Mafia in the

support of Oliver Cromwell who was merely used as a Rothschild puppet—a means to an end

—the temporary overthrow of the British monarchy during the Cromwell reign. Why? So that

England could later be set up by the Khazarian Mafia front man, the House of Rothschild

which during that time secretly set up the sovereign Nation City of London (a country within

a country just like the Vatican and Washington, D.C.) to be the financial Banking capital of

England.

The genealogy of the Rothschilds can be derived back to 1577 to Izaak Elchanan Rothschild

(Isaac (Isaak). Beginning in the 1700s under patriarch—Amschel Mayer Rothschild (1744-

1812), the Khazarian Mafia set up the House of Rothschild to eventually set up Central Banks

in all of the capitals of and financial centers of Eastern and Western Europe, North America,

and eventually the entire world.

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) decides to infiltrate and hijack all World Banking

using Babylonian Black-Magick, also known as Babylonian Money-Magick or

the secret art of making money from nothing also using the power of pernicious

usury to accumulate interest:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayer_Amschel_Rothschild
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-3.png
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“The KM used their vast fortune to enter into a new system of banking, based on secret
Babylonian black-magic money-magic that they claimed to have learned from the evil
spirits of Baal, in return for their many child sacrifices to him. This Babylonian money-
magick involved the substation of paper credit certificates for gold and silver deposits,
which allowed travelers to travel with their money in a form that offered easy replacement
should they lose the certificates or have them stolen.”
“Interesting how the very problem that was started by the Khazarians also had a solution
provided by them. Eventually the Khazarian king and his small surrounding court infiltrated
Germany with a group that chose the name “the Bauers” of Germany to represent them
and carry on their Baal-powered system of evil. The Bauers of the Red Shield, which
represented their secret blood-based child sacrifices, changed their name to Rothschild
(aka “child of the rock, Satan”).”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

After the Khazarian wars with the Russian Confederation deposed the King of Khazar and his

Court in 1000 AD, from that time until the Khazars were semi-nomadic until they were

finally able to infiltrate western Europe using the English Civil Wars (1642-51) and

temporarily installing their stooge, Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector. This was done by the

Rothschilds in revenge for Charles I doing two things that negatively affected Rothschild’s

business interests—In July, 1845 due to facing bankruptcy because of war debts and the

refusal of the Rothschild-controlled City of London giving him a loan, “Charles I seized silver

bullion worth £130,000 held in trust at the mint in the Tower of London.” Secondly, in

August, 1645 after the Rothschild-owned “East India Company refused to grant a loan, Lord

Cottington seized the [Rothschild] company’s stock of pepper and spices and sold it for

£60,000 (far below its market value).”   

Now let’s look at the origins of and ascendancy of the most prominent Khazar family during

this period, namely the House of Rothschild (“Red Shield”). According to Wikipedia before

the Khazars took on the Rothschild name beginning in the late 1500s, they had begun to

successfully infiltrate the affluent, elite Bauer family in Germany:

“Mayer Amschel Rothschild was born in 1744 in the Judengasse, the
Jewish ghetto of Frankfurt am Main, Holy Roman Empire, one of eight children of Amschel
Moses Rothschild (d. 1755) and his wife Schönche Rothschild (née Lechnich, d. 1756).
The ancestry of the Rothschilds can be traced back to 1577 to Izaak Elchanan Rothschild
(Isaac (Isaak), whose name is derived from the German zum rothen Schild, meaning “with
the red shield”, in reference to the house where the family lived for many generations. (At
the time, houses were designated by signs with different symbols or colors, not numbers.)
Amschel’s father had a business in goods-trading and currency exchange. He was a
personal supplier of coins to the Prince of Hesse. . .”

The Rothschilds as the front Men for the Khazarian Mafia (KM) infiltrate and

Hijack British Banking and then hijack the whole nation of England:

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Mint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower_of_London
https://www.quora.com/Did-the-Rothschilds-invest-in-the-British-East-India-company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_India_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Cottington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankfurter_Judengasse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghetto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankfurt_am_Main
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Roman_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amschel_Moses_Rothschild
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Hesse
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“Bauer/Rothschild had five sons who infiltrated and took over European banking and the
City of London Central Banking System through various crafty covert operations, including
a false report of Napoleon winning against the British, when actually he lost. This allowed
the Rothschilds to use fraud and deception to steal the wealth of the English nobility and
the landed gentry, who had made business investments with the City of London Banking
institutions.”

“The Rothschilds set up a private Fiat banking system that specialized in making
counterfeit money from nothing — charging pernicious usury for the British people, using
what should have been their own money. This was the black art of Babylonian money-
magick; they claimed to insiders that such technology and secret money power was
provided to them by Baal, because of their frequent child bleeding-out and sacrifices
rituals to Baal.”

“Once they had infiltrated and hijacked the British banking system, they interbred with the
British Royals and infiltrated and completely hijacked all of England and all its major
institutions. Some experts believe that the Rothschilds genocided the Royal Family
members by staging secretly-managed illicit and adulterous breedings with their own
Khazarian men in order to replace the Royals with their own pretenders to the throne.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

The 5 sons of patriarch Mayer Amschel Rothschild were: 1) Amschel Meyer von Rothschild

(1773-1855), 2) Salomon Meyer von Rothschild (1774-1855), 3) Nathan Mayer von Rothschild

(1777-1836), 4) Karl Mayer von Rothschild (1788-1855), 5) James Meyer von Rothschild

(1792-1868). These 5 male children of Mayer Amschel were groomed to head the central

banks in the major financial capitols of Europe—London, Rome, Paris, Berlin, Frankfurt.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-6.png
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As I wrote earlier, before the Rothschilds came on the scene the Khazarian Mafia were busy

infiltrating England through fomenting the English Civil War (1642-51) while setting up their

useful idiot puppet Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector of England (1653-58). Eventually KM

orchestrated the reinstitution of the English monarchy with the reign of Charles II (son of

Charles I) and over the next 250 years the KM would see their front men, the House of

Rothschild, extend rulership over Europe, America, Canada, and most of the entire world

through their Race War, Debt-Slavery Central Banking system.

Why did the Rothschilds remove Cromwell to re-establish the British Monarchy? Monarchies

have always been the preferred method for the KM to pull the “puppet strings” from behind

the throne verses a Republic, which was the system of government America chose. Together

with Russia who blockaded English battle ships during the American Revolutionary War

(1775-83) from destroying General George Washington and his Continental Army this

betrayal made those Allied Powers eternal enemies to the Rothschilds who vowed “eternal

revenge” against America and Russia. The Rothschilds would have their revenge against

Russia with the Khazarian Mafia fomented and funded the Bolshevik Revolution (1917)

(*N.B.: Bolshevik leader Vladimir Lenin’s ethnicity was allegedly “Jewish” which means he

was part of the Khazarian Mafia. More on that history later in Part III.

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) wages an international effort to eradicate Kings who

rule by the Divine Right of God Almighty:

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-7.png
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“Because the KM claims to have a personal partnership with Baal (aka the Devil, Lucifer,
Satan) because of their sacrifices to him. They detest any kings who rule under the
authority of God Almighty because most feel a responsibility to make sure their own
people are protected from infiltrators and treasonous “Enemies within the Gates.”

“In the 1600’s, the KM murder the British Royals and substitute their own fakes. In the
1700’s, they murder the French Royals. Right before WWI they murder, Austrian Archduke
Ferdinand to start WWI. In 1917 they assembled their KM army, the Bolsheviks, and
infiltrate and hijack Russia, murder the Czar and his family in cold blood, bayonet his
favorite daughter through the chest and steal all the Russian gold, silver, and art treasures.
Right before WW2, they murder the Austrian and German Royals. Then they get rid of the
Chinese Royals and disempower the Japanese ruler.”

“The Khazarian Mafia’s intense hatred of anyone who professed faith in any God, but their
god Baal has motivated them to murder kings and royalty, and make sure they can never
rule. They have done the same with American presidents — running sophisticated covert
operations to disempower them.”

“If that doesn’t work the KM assassinates them, like they did to McKinley, Lincoln and JFK.
The KM wants to eliminate any strong rulers or elected officials who dare to resist their
Babylonian money-magick power or their covert power gained from their deployment of
their human compromise network.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

To assure victory in fomenting wars the Rothschilds always funded both sides of every war

from the American Revolution to the wars in modern times. Why? In their perverted minds

its – heads I win, tails you lose. In other words, somebody wins every war, and Rothschild’s

money will thus inevitably be on the winning side while all nations involved in these wars will

become the eternal debtors to the Rothschilds – no matter who wins the war. In literature

this scenario is called a “Faustian bargain.” For example, by the early 1800s the Rothschilds

would consolidate their total control of France in the French Revolution (1789-99).

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://www.renewamerica.com/columns/washington/150404
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Rothschild control over England was achieved in an ingenious manner during the Napoleonic

Wars (1803-15) by putting out disinformation that Napoleon had won and selling related

stocks that caused a selling Panic on the market, but Napoleon did not win the war, England

did; so, the Rothschilds bought up all the English stocks (sold on the Rothschild “false flag”

Panic) for pennies on the dollar and became even more richer than ever before, consolidating

their ubiquitous power over the Sovereign nation of the City of London, the British Empire,

Western Europe, and in Part III we will see their Debt-Slavery tentacles reach virtually every

nation on earth.

The Rothschilds create international narcotics trafficking on behalf of the KM:

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-8.png
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“The Rothschilds then covertly ran the British Empire and crafted an evil plan to recover
the vast amounts of gold and silver the British had been paying to China for its high-quality
silk and spices that were unavailable anywhere else.”

“The Rothschilds, through their international spy network, had heard of Turkish opium and
its habit-forming characteristics. They deployed a covert operation to buy Turkish opium
and sell it in China, infecting millions with a bad opium habit that brought back gold and
silver into the Rothschild coffers, but not to the British People.”

“The opium addictions created by Rothschild opium sales to China harmed China so much
that China went to war on two occasions to stop it. These wars were known as the Boxer
Rebellions or the Opium Wars. The money the Rothschilds gained from the sale of opium
was so vast that they became even more addicted to the easy money than the opiate
addicts were to the opium.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

The Rothschilds and the British-China Opium Wars (1760-1860):

Two aphorisms that define the Rothschilds worldview – ‘History is written by the winners‘

and the other by Machiavelli – ‘The end justifies the means.’ That said, The British had

nurtured an opium market in China since 1757. According to Wikipedia “the First Opium

War, fought in 1839–1842 between Great Britain and the Qing Dynasty, was triggered by the

Qing’s crackdown on British Opium smugglers. The Second Opium War was fought between

Britain and France coalition against the Qing in 1856–1860.” What you probably didn’t know

about the Opium Wars of the nineteenth century is that they were much longer and

protracted — dating back to the mid-1700s and were financed and fomented by the

Rothschild Khazarian Mafia money which as rulers of both the England’s monetary supply

and the monarchy had them perfectly positioned to steal back the gold and silver the English

were paying China for their tea and silks by addicting the Chinese to opium.

Wikipedia further states that “Through the Rothschild Opium Wars England gained

specified treaty ports (especially Shanghai) that handled all trade with imperial powers. In

addition, China gave the sovereignty over Hong Kong to Britain.”Tragically England wasn’t

the only country that exploited China through opium imports. In the late 1700s through the

Rothschilds in the U.S. American merchants also trafficked opium to China from Turkey,

Persia, and other places. Beginning in the 1830s, Russia also smuggled opium from Central

Asia to China.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Opium_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qing_Dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Opium_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_ports
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shanghai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Hong_Kong
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“The Rothschilds were the funding source behind the establishment of the American
Colonies, by incorporating the Hudson Bay Company and other trading companies to
exploit the New World of the Americas. It was the Rothschild’s who ordered the mass
extermination and genocide of the indigenous people of North America to allow for
exploitation of the vast natural resources of the continent.”

“The Rothschild’s also followed the same business template in the Caribbean and in the
Asian sub-continent of India, resulting in the murder of millions of innocent people.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

I remember as a child studying American history and how the Hudson Bay Company

financed the early colonial adventures of the Pilgrims (1620) and later the Puritans (1630) to

America, but what the history books omitted was the fact that the entity that financed these

expeditions – the Hudson Bay Co. (and before that the British East Indian Co. [est. 1600])

were both owned by… you guessed it the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia. Thus, the Khazarian

“Jews” had a direct hand in exploiting and profiting greatly from the Black slave trade.

The Rothschilds start the international slave trade, an enterprise that viewed these

kidnapped humans as mere animals — a view that the Khazarians would impose on all the

people of the world who were not part of their evil circle, which some called the “Old Black

Nobility”:

“The Rothschild’s next big project was to start the worldwide slave trade, buying slaves
from crooked tribal chiefs in Africa who worked with them to kidnap members of competing
tribes for sale as slaves.”

“The Rothschild slave traders then took these kidnapped slaves on their ships in cramped
cells to America and the Caribbean where they were sold. Many died at sea due to bad
conditions.”

“The Rothschild bankers learned early on that war was a great way to double their money
in a short time by lending money to both warring sides. But in order to be guaranteed
collections, they had to get taxation laws passed, which could be used to force payment.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

What really shocked me was how merciless, devoid of humanity and basic morality the

Khazarian Hudson Bay Company and the British East Indian Company were. It would be the

“Jews” who never let the world forget it’s servitude of 400 years of slavery by the Egyptians,

but later a 1000-fold with the Holocaust, yet it was the “Jews” that trafficked in the slave

trade of Blacks just as much as the Black Africans (selling out rival tribes), Muslims and

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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Whites (Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch). It would be the Khazarian Mafia who for hundreds of

years gleefully trafficked in Black slave trade from Africa and created the so-called “Slave

triangle” – 

The KM Rothschild private Fiat Counterfeit Banksters plot eternal revenge

against the American Colonists and Russia who assisted them for losing the

Revolutionary War:

“When the Rothschilds lost the American Revolution, they blamed the Russian czar
and the Russians for assisting the colonists by blockading British Ships. They swore
eternal revenge on the American colonists, just as they had when the Russians and
their allies crushed Khazaria in 1,000 AD.” 

 “The Rothschilds and their English oligarchy that surrounded them plotted ways to
retake America, and this became their main obsession. Their favored plan is to set up
an American central bank, featuring Babylonian money magic and secret
counterfeiting.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

Considering the biggest political hoaxes of the 21st century the Khazarian Mafia attempt to

destroy the Trump administration through alleged collusion with Russia, one can only

imagine the depths of their hypocrisy for hatching such a ridiculous scheme and using their

media to keep this Big Lie afloat for so many years. The operative word here is Russia. After

reading the article by James and Harris on the History of the Khazarian Mafia, I have a

newfound admiration of Russia and wrote in part 1—

Russia (not England or Israel) has been America’s #1 Ally throughout History 

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-9.png
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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We the People were always taught England was our closest ally followed closely by Israel…

Wrong! It was always RUSSIA!—100% THERE WOULD BE NO U.S.A. WITHOUT OUR

FAITHFUL ALLY RUSSIA, WHO FOUGHT WITH US IN MANY WARS FOR U.S.

SURVIVAL – FROM THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, WAR OF 1812, CIVIL WAR, WW I, WW

II, COLD WAR, SYRIAN WAR . . . Right up to TODAY as co-leader of the Anti-New World

Order called, “The Alliance.” This is why since the Apotheosis of President Donald J. Trump

(15 June 2015) Russia and President Vladimir Putin have been Public Enemy #1 and

demonized relentlessly by the Khazarian Mafia fake Jewish media. It’s the

Rothschild/Illuminati favorite war tactics—Nation Deconstruction through Divide-and-

conquer, using corporate media to push the perpetual Big Lie, Infiltration over Invasion,

Perversion over Truth (Kabbalah Cult).

The Rothschild KM attempts to retake America in 1812 on behalf of the

Khazarian Mafia but fails, once again because of Russian interference:

“This failure enraged the Rothschild KM, and they once again plot eternal revenge against
both the Russians and the American colonists and plan to infiltrate and hijack both nations
and asset strip, tyrannize and then mass-murder both nations and their populace.”

“The KM’s attempts to set up a private American central bank are blocked by President
Andrew Jackson, who called them Satanic and vowed to route them out by the grace and
power of Almighty God. The Rothschild banksters regroup and continue their covert
attempts to install their own Babylonian money-magick bank inside America.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia (2015)

A recent historical fact about the War of 1812 was that as the British moved closer to

Washington, D.C., yes, they did burn the White House to the ground including what they

thought was our only original copy of the U.S. Constitution that contained all the original

Natural Rights and Natural Law clauses of the Republic. What the British didn’t know is that

we secretly had another copy of our original 1787 Constitution which we used to preserve and

strengthen our Republic after the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia’s second attempt to takeover

America during the War of 1812 failed due in large part to our faithful ally Russia who

blockaded English ships from America’s coast.

Furious at this defeat the Khazarian Mafia left off with war and went back to what they do

best – using Babylonian Money Magick to create counterfeit money from nothing and

attempting to establish a Rothschild Second Bank of the United States during the

administration of President Andrew Jackson (1829-37).

Epilogue—The Rothschild’s ‘Hidden Hand’ in the War of 1812, the Second Bank

of the U.S., the Civil War, Act of 1871, Panic of 1907 and the Meetings at Jekyll

Island

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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Xaviant Haze’s revelatory book about the little-known real history of the Rothschilds titled—

The Suppressed History of American Banking How Big Banks Fought Jackson, Killed

Lincoln, and Caused the Civil War—has some useful book cover notes I have cited below to

conclude Part II of this essay series that will cover the Rothschild history from 1850-1913—

And their successful creation of the Federal Reserve Central Bank in America.

“The author reveals how the War of 1812 began after Congress failed to renew a 20-year

charter for the Central Bank. After the war, the ensuing debt forced Congress to grant the

central banking scheme another 20-year charter. The author explains how this spurred

General Andrew Jackson–fed up with the central bank system and Nathan Rothschild’s

control of Congress–to enter politics and become president in 1828. Citing the financial

crises engineered by the banks, Jackson spent his first term weeding out Rothschild agents

from the government. After being re-elected to a 2nd term with the slogan “Jackson and No

Bank,” he became the only president to ever pay off the national debt. When the Central

Bank’s charter came up for renewal in 1836, he successfully rallied Congress to vote against

it.”

https://www.simonandschuster.com/authors/Xaviant-Haze/410050375
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/American-Civil-War-engineered-by-Rothschild-banking-elite.png
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Rothschild Skullduggery in the sinking of the Titanic (15 April 1912) Qui bono?—for

who’s good would the death of the 3 most powerful men in the world opposed to the creation

of a private Central Bank in America? Why did the Titanic owner, J.P. Morgan cancel his ride

on the ship at the last moment? Coincidence? There is no such thing as coincidence. The

sinking of the Titanic was planned and executed by the Rothschilds to set up the THIRD

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES (cynically called the Federal Reserve) in 1913 to enslave

their fake, imposter country secretly formed 40 YEARS before called, THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA, INC. (#Actof1871).

Think! Panic of 1907 leads to the super-secret first meeting of Rothschilds at Jekyll Island

(22 Nov. 1910), leads to the sinking of the Titanic (15 April 1912), leads to election of

Rothschild puppet Woodrow Wilson (4 March 1913), leads to the ratification of the

Seventeenth Amendment (8 April 1913)—the direct election of Senators by the States

(removes Senator’s allegiance to State power, State concerns of their local people and the

State legislators who appointed federal Senators previously to make these local concerns

their first priority over federal concerns). The passage of the 17th Amendment, leads to the

second secret Jekyll Island meeting (Christmas Eve, 1913), leading to President Wilson

passing the Federal Reserve Act (23 Dec. 1913) on the same day the Rothschild Khazarian

Mafia were secretly finalizing their plans to establish a THIRD BANK OF THE UNITED

STATES they deceitfully called the “Federal Reserve” (23 Dec. 1913). Coincidence? There is

no such thing as coincidence!
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GOOD NEWS AMERICA! At 12:01 am, 20 Jan. 2021 President Trump destroyed the fake,
phony, bankrupt, foreign country formerly known as THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
INC., a Corporate Dictatorship ruled over by the Satanic Trinity Sovereign Powers—City of
London {Rothschilds Central Bankers}, The Vatican and Washington, D.C. And either
concurrent with this date (or on 11 Jan.?) Resurrected and Restored our original 1776
U.S.A. Republic—These United States for America that was stolen from U.S. in that
treacherous legislation secretly passed by Congress called the District of Columbia
Organic Act of 1871.

Interpretation?—Every U.S. President over the past 150 YEARS (1871-2021)— from the
18th POTUS Ulysses S. Grant to the Apotheosis of the 45th POTUS Donald J. Trump, has
presided over a foreign, enemy nation that has enslaved all of U.S. under the Debt-Slavery
system of the Rothschild Central Bankers (e.g., “Khazarian Mafia”). Yet, because of the
heroic deeds of President Trump, We the People are now set at Liberty. Biden is President
of a country that no longer exists—THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, INC. =
NOTHING! All of the perfunctory movements of the so-called Biden administration are a
transparent Delusion for Normies. What you are witnessing now is a Hollywood movie, but
what is 100% Reality is the unprecedented, complex U.S. Military operation going on
presently to save hundreds of thousands of children and babies imprisoned inside a hellish
network of underground tunnels throughout DC, America, and the world and to seize
foreign, enemy territory back to the U.S.A. Republic, back to We the People!

In Part III I will conclude my essay series on my Brief History of the Rothschild Khazarian

Mafia (1910-2021).
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What the Failures of FDR’s Court-packing Bill Predict about Biden’s

Supreme Court Commission

“If anything would make the Court look partisan, it would be that—

one side saying, ‘when we’re in power, we’re going to enlarge the

number of judges so we would have more people who would vote the

way we want them to”  ~ Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg The United

States Supreme Court has served as a […]

The 1619 Project’s Historical Devolution v. The 1776 Patriotic

Revolution

“Providence has been pleased to give this one connected country to

one united people—a people descended from the same ancestors,

speaking the same language, professing the same religion, attached

to the same principles of government, very similar in their manners

and customs, and who, by their joint counsels, arms, and efforts,

fighting side by side […]
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Stone Washington’s Book Review on “The Unitary Executive

Theory”

Please read my first ever published book review, providing an in-

depth examination of the 2020 book, “Unitary Executive Theory: A

Danger to Constitutional Government”, found in the May 2021

edition of the Law and Politics Book Review. This book explores the

intrinsic qualities governing the unitary executive theory,

representing the president’s use of unfettered and […]
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